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Outline
I. Introduction to source control
 A. Fundamental concepts behind source control
 B. Centralized vs. distributed version control

II. Introduction to Git
 A. What is Git? Basic Git concepts and architecture
 B. Git workflows: Creating a new repo (adding, committing code)
 C. HEAD
 D. Git commands (checking out code)
 E. Master vs branch concept
 F. Creating a branch/switching between branches
 G. Merging branches and resolving conflicts

III. Introduction to GitHub
 A. What is GitHub? Basic GitHub concepts
 B. GitHub in practice: Distributed version control
 C. Cloning a remote repo
 D. Fetching/Pushing to a remote repo
 E. Collaborating using Git and GitHub



What is a ‘version control system’ (VCS)?

A way to manage files and directories

Recall previous versions

Track changes over time

'source control’ is a subset of a VCS



Distributed version control
No central server.
Every developer is a client, the server and the repositor. 

This allows each developer to work independently and make changes to their local copy of the 
repository without requiring constant access to a central server. When changes are ready to be 
shared with the rest of the team, the developer can push their changes to the remote 
repository, which will then be available to other developers in the team.



Git distributed version control

No need to 
connect to central 
server

Can work without 
internet 
connection

No single failure 
point

Developers can work 
independently and 

merge their work 
later

Every copy of a Git 
repository an serve 

either as the server or 
as a client (and has a 

complete history!

Git tracks changes
not versions

Install Git: https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/Getting-Started-Installing-Git

https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/Getting-Started-Installing-Git


What is a repository?

repo = repository

Usually used to organize a 
single project

Repos can contain folders and 
files, images, videos, 
spreadsheets, and datasets –
anything your project needs 



Git uses a three-tree architecture



A simple Git workflow



After initializing a new Git repo



A note 
about 

commit 
messages

01
Tell what it does (present tense)

02
Single line summary followed by blank space followed by 
more complete description

03
Keep lines to <= 72 characters

04
Ticket or bug number helps



Good and bad 
examples

BAD
“Typo fix”

GOOD
“Add missing / in CSS 
section”

BAD
“Updates the table. We’ll discuss 
next Monday with Darrel”





How do I see what was done?



How do I see what 
was done?



The HEAD pointer

• points to a specific commit in repo
• as new commits are made, the pointer changes
• HEAD always points to the “tip” of the currently checked-out branch in the repo
• last state of repo (what was checked out initially)
• HEAD points to parent of next commit (where writing the next commit takes place)



Which files were changed and where 
do they sit in the three tree?



What changed in working directory?



Deleting files from repo



Deleting files from repo



Moving (renaming files)



Good news!
git init

git status

git log

git add

git commit

git diff

git rm

git mv

75% of the time 
you’ll be using 

only these 
commands



What if I want to undo changes made to working 
directory?



What if I want to undo changes added to staging 
area?



What if I want to undo changes added commited 
to the repo?





Obtain older versions





Which files are in a repo?



Allows one to try 
new ideas

If an idea doesn’t 
work, throw away 
the branch. Don’t 

have to undo many 
changes to master 

branch 

If it does work, 
merge ideas into 

marter branch
There is only one 
working directory

branching



Branching and merging example





How do I create a new branch?

In which branch am I?



How do I switch to new branch?



Comparing branches

How do I merge a 
branch?



Merge conflits



Resolving merge conflits



Graphing merge history



Tips to reduce 
merge pain

3

1

2

Merge often

Keep commits 
small/focused

Bring changes occurring to 
master into your branch 
frequently (“tracking”)



Renaming and deleting branches



What is 
Github?



A plataform to 
host git code 
repositories

http://github.com

Launched in 2008

Github

Most popular Git 
host

Allows users to 
collaborate on 
projects from 

anywhere

Github makes git 
social!

http://github.com/






Copying (cloning) files from remote repo to 
local machine





How do I link my local repo to a remote repo?

Which remotes am I linked to?



Pushing to a remote repo



Fetching from a remote repo



Collaborating with Git

Email sent along with link; collaborator has read/write access



Good resources

Git from Git: https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2\

A guided tour that walks through the fundamentals of Git:
https://githowto.com

Git tutorial from Atlassian:
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/

A number of easy-to-understand guides by the GitHub folks
https://guides.github.com

https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/
https://githowto.com/
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/
https://guides.github.com/
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